We proposed a lossless two-layer HDR coding method using a histogram packing technique. The proposed method was demonstrated to outperform the normative JPEG XT encoder, under the use of the default tone-mapping operator. However, the performance under various tone-mapping operators has not been discussed. In this paper, we aim to compare the performance of the proposed method with that of the JPEG XT encoder under the use of various tone-mapping operators to clearly show the characteristic difference between them.
I. INTRODUCTION
Compression methods for HDR (High Dynamic Range) images are expected to meet the rapid growth in HDR image applications. Generally, HDR images have a long bit depth of pixel values and wide color gamut [1] - [4] . These characteristics are suitable for various applications, such for medicine and art. HDR images are often required to be reversely encoded in the applications. They should be compressed with almost no coding loss.
ISO/IEC IS 18477-8:2016 [5] , namely JPEG XT Part 8, provides how to decode losslessly or near-losslessly compressed HDR images. The JPEG XT is a two-layer coding method and is backward compatible with the legacy JPEG standard [6] , and some extended coding methods have been studied [7] , [8] . Our research group proposed a novel two layer lossless HDR coding method using a histogram packing technique, which has the backward compatibility to JPEG, referred to as HP coder [9] , [10] . The packing technique allows us to improve the performance of lossless compression for HDR images when images have the histogram sparseness [11] , [12] . The HP coder was demonstrated to outperform the normative JPEG XT encoder. However, the coding performance under various Tone-mapping operators (TMOs) has not been discussed.
In this paper, we aim to compare the performance of the novel method with that of the JPEG XT encoder under the use of various tome-mapping operators. It is shown that the HP coder has not only a higher compression performance than the JPEG XT one even when various TMOs are used, but also the compression performance is not affected by a kind of TMOs.
II. HDR CODING UNDER THE VARIOUS TMOS

A. Overview of two-layer lossless HDR coding
The coding procedures of HP coder and JPEG XT are illustrated in Fig.1 , respectively. HP coder has the same codingpath to generate the base layer, which is used to produce LDR (Low Dynamic Range) images having a backward compatibility with the legacy JPEG standard, as that of JPEG XT except that the refinement scan is not carried out. For the residual layer, which has the residual data generated by subtracting the partially decoded base layer from the original HDR image, the histogram of each color component is packed after the color space conversion by a histogram packing technique in HP code. The packed residual data is then compressed using an arbitrary lossless image encoder, such as JPEG 2000 or JPEG XR.
B. Tone-mapping operation with a TMO
Both JPEG XT and HP coders can be applied to any TMO for 'Tone-mapping operation' in Fig.1 . The selection of TMOs affects not only the quality of LDR images, i.e. the base layer, but also the compression performance of HDR images. In this paper, we aim to evaluate the influence of the TMO selection.
III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
To evaluate the influence of the TMO selection, we compared the image quality of LDR images and the coding performance of HDR images under the use of four TMOs: JPEG XT default, Reinhard (Global), Reinhard (Local), and Drago TMO. For JPEG XT, the reference software [13] provided by the JPEG committee was used. For HP coder, a software was prepared by modifying the reference software, where Kakadu software [14] (JPEG 2000 codec) was also used for the residual path as the lossless image encoder in HP coder. Figure 2 shows boxplots of the quality of LDR images under the use of HP coder in terms of Tone Mapped Image Quality Index (TMQI),which is a well known objective quality assessment algorithm for tone mapped images [15] . The boxplot calculated using 105 HDR images collected from the Fairchild HDR image survey [16] . From the Fig.2 , the quality of LDR Figure 3 shows boxplots of total bitrates calculated using the same 105 HDR images. We chose R = 0 or 4, rR = 0 and q = 80 or 90 for JPEG XT, and we chose only q = 80 or 90 for the HP one, where R, rR and q are the number of bits used for the refinement scan, the number of bits used for the residual refinement scan, and the quantization parameter in the base layer, respectively [10] . From Fig.3 , HP coder outperformed JPEG XT under all TMOs. Moreover, the compression performance of JPEG XT was affected by the selection of TMOs. In contrast, HP coder was almost no effected by the selection.
A. Comparison of LDR image quality
B. Comparison of compression performance
IV. CONCLUSIONS
We discussed the performances of two two-layer lossless HDR coding methods under various tone-mapping operations: JPEG XT and HP coder. The experimental results demonstrated that HP coder outperformed JPEG XT under all TMOs in terms of the lossless compression performance. In addition, the default TMO was also demonstrated not to give the best quality of LDR images in various TMOs. 
